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Pre-Launch
Marketing 
Plan

Week
0

"TO GIVE REAL SERVICE,  YOU MUST ADD SOMETHING
WHICH CANNOT BE BOUGHT OR MEASURED WITH

MONEY, AND THAT IS SINCERITY AND INTEGRITY." 

Company branded "Coming Soon" Real Estate Yard Sign With Rider,
Curated Listing Narrative (description of the property) with Lifestyle Benefits to
Showcase Your Property's Best Features, Location Appeal, and Neighborhood
Amenities,
Dedicated Property Landing Page,
Professional Photography (with address in the file name and brief property
description in the hover menu),
Virtual Property Tour Video and Seller Interview Video (uploaded to YouTube, Social
Media, Company Website, and Property Landing Page,
Facebook & Instagram "Just Listed" Ad Campaign (will run for 30 days),
NextDoor Neighborhood Ad Post,
Social Media Posts: Tik Tok Video Slideshow, Twitter Video Link, and Pinterest Pin,
Craigslist Ad,
MLS Syndicated Real Estate Websites (Zillow, Trulia, Realtor.com, and more),
Seller to Share posts on their preferred social media channels,
Showing Assist Setup with Supra Lockbox for showings
Open House Scheduling

Your home will need to make a great first impression with potential buyers. Much of the
property marketing campaign rests on the buyer's ability to find your property online...and
to find it with the right information. These pre-launch activities are designed to position
your property to make the best possible first impression at go time.
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Campaign
Launch

Week
1

Announce "New Listing" to our national network of real estate agents (online), and
mail flyers (offline) to real estate brokerage offices throughout our local market,
Promote Your listing on the MLS (and other syndicated property sites),
Upload the Virtual Property Tour video onto the MLS,
Showcase your listing to our network of real estate investors,
Create a Real Estate Brochure for distribution at our Open House Events,
Distribute listing brochures to local business owners (and pin a copy to their
announcement boards where permissible),
Facebook and Instagram Ad Campaign (now in week 2 of ongoing 30-day schedule).

Congratulations! We are now ready to officially "LAUNCH" your property into the world!
Our launch activities will build on the Pre-Launch work we've already done for you by re-
announcing the property's availability through a combination of online and offline
channels. Approximately 95% of homebuyers use online channels to search for active
listings, so we are going to go where they are and connect with consumers there. Offline
marketing will enable us to connect with real estate agents more clearly (online real
estate is a crowded space), so that your property gets the necessary exposure with their
buyer clients. 

Here's our Week 1 Agenda:
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Campaign
Analysis &
Improvements

Week
2

Analyze Campaign Results and Make Ongoing Modifications During the 8-Week
Marketing Lifecycle,
Upload the Virtual Property Tour Video and Seller Interview Video to our company's
Facebook Business Page and Instagram Business Page,
Reposition property photos in the MLS so that the property will rise to the top of
searches again,
Consider whether the open house events are working and decide if we will schedule
two more open house events in weeks 3 and 4,
Run a Second Facebook Ad Campaign that targets "out-of-state movers" coming to
Florida,
Facebook and Instagram Ad Campaign (now in week 3 of ongoing 30-day schedule).

Throughout the campaign lifecycle, it is important for us to check the data to evaluate
whether the message and images we are using are getting the maximum amount of
"impressions" and "Click-Through Rates" (CTR) within the projected ranges for our market
(based on competitive studies). Our focus is to constantly test our ads and make
adjustments where necessary.

ACTION STEPS:
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Campaign
Optimization

Week
3

Repost to Craigslist,
Run a new Facebook and Instagram Ad Campaign showcasing the Property Tour
Video and Seller Interview Video and targeting local neighbors to create some buzz
with their friends and family,
Design the Open House Event Flyer,
Distribute the new open house event flyer throughout the neighborhood (direct mail
and/or door knocking),
Advertise the new open house via Slybroadcast and EZ Texting (voicemail and text
messages with embedded video invitation),
Analyze original Facebook and Instagram Ad Campaign (now in final week of 30-day
schedule),
Reposition property photos in the MLS so that the property will rise to the top of
searches again.

During this phase of the 8-Week Property Marketing Campaign, we will let our efforts
from the previous 3 weeks do their work to attract traffic and views. If we decide to host
an Open House event, we will prepare to market it by selecting a creative theme that will
create a buzz for your listing and delight visitors at the event.

Here's our Week 3 Agenda:
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Campaign
Performance
Review

Week
4

Analyze campaign results and make modifications to ongoing Facebook and
Instagram ad campaigns,
Repost to Craigslist,
Reposition property photos in the MLS so that the property will rise to the top of
searches again,
Upgrade the advertising on Zillow to "Featured" Listing,
Discuss the Pricing and Presentation of the listing, decide whether any changes to
either are warranted,
Plan for the next Open House Event.

There is a constant ebb and flow of marketing activities that start and end
simultaneously each week. This is intentionally designed so that a steady stream of
impressions are generated online and offline, while ongoing advertising promotions
ensure that your listing is getting in front of both consumers and real estate agents who
are currently representing buyers.

ACTION STEPS:
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Campaign
Evaluation &
Re-Launch

Week
5

Create a new CMA Report,
Announce price reduction to real estate brokerages in our market area,
Update pricing and/or property updates on Property Landing Page, Social Media
Posts, Zillow Premier Ad, the MLS, and Facebook and Instagram Ad Campaigns,
Advertise pricing and/or property updates to neighbors via Slybroadcast and EZ
Texting,
Share posts on Seller's social media channels,
Distribute new listing brochures to local business owners (and pin a copy to their
announcement boards where permissible),

If there is insufficient interest in the property (lack of traffic, little to no showings,
negative feedback on the value or condition of the property from people who toured the
home), then a price reduction and/or cosmetic repairs may be in order. Our collection of
research and feedback from the marketplace will serve as guidance on these two critical
issues (price and condition) and will determine whether or not we can sell the home
within your desired timeframe. Once a new pricing strategy and/or property condition
update has been determined, we will take the listing off the market for a few days to
update our marketing materials and re-launch a new MLS listing and social media
campaign. 

ACTION STEPS:
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Campaign
Analysis &
Improvement

Week
6

Analyze campaign results and make modifications to ongoing Facebook and
Instagram ad campaigns,
Repost to Craigslist,
Reposition property photos in the MLS so that the property will rise to the top of
searches again,
Discuss whether to host Open Houses in Weeks 7 and 8, and, if so, decide on what
theme to use in marketing the event,
Plan for the next Open House Event,
Distribute new flyers throughout the surrounding community.

Our goal is to present the property in the best light possible to the market so that buyers
make offers. Consistent monitoring of data will enable us to determine if our "message"
and "market" are a match, if images and videos are getting the right amount of
Impressions and what our Click-Through Rates indicate (specifically, buyer interest.) At
this stage of the property marketing cycle, ongoing campaign improvements and
showing responses are key to getting the home to look its most attractive to potential
buyers - and to getting your home sold!

ACTION STEPS:
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Campaign
Optimization

Week
7

Advertise upcoming Open House event to neighbors via Slybroadcast and EZ Texting
Create an "Open House" FB & IG Ad Campaign for 1 week leading up to the event,
Share posts announcing Open House on social media channels,
Distribute new Open House event brochures to local business owners (and pin a copy
to their announcement boards where permissible).
Conduct a Door Knocking campaign in the subdivision and invite local residents to a
Pre-Open House Cocktail Social to create a buzz about the event,
Repost to Craigslist,
Reposition property photos in the MLS so that the property will rise to the top of
searches again.

Just as we did in Week 3, we will let the efforts from previous weeks do their work to get
traffic and views. If a decision to host an Open House has been made, we will engage in
preparation and marketing throughout the community.

ACTION STEPS:
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Agent Network
Re-Engagement

Week
8

Send "HELP!" Email to our Network of Real Estate Agents (locally and internationally),
Send "Shock & Awe" Package to our local real estate network (brokers, agents,
lenders, and investors - the package will include a special sales concession to
motivate buyers who are on the fence),
Create a new Property Listing Video that describes the special sales concession and
run a new and final FB and IG Ad Campaign targeting both (a) local residents and (b)
out-of-state movers,
Schedule the final Open House event, then send out all forms of advertising (online
and offline) as described in previous weeks,
Wind-Up. We truly hope the outcome will be a successful sale, but if such is not the
case, then we must regretfully apologize for not being able to accomplish our
objective and we hope you will agree that we have exhausted all of our options
throughout the eight weeks of working together. If, at this point, we have not been
successful in presenting a buyer who is ready, willing, and able to purchase your
home by the end of Week 8, then it is time to wrap up our affairs and withdraw the
listing. We take selling your home very seriously (and put our time, money, and energy
to show it). From all of us at Coleman Tanner Realty, we thank you so much for
allowing us the opportunity to work as your fiduciary and consultant through the
home selling process and hope to earn your business (and your friendship) for many
years to come.

From the very start of our marketing campaign, we have communicated with our network
of real estate agents, both locally and internationally, so that they would share the word
with their spheres of influence and their clientele of potential buyers. During this final
week of our property marketing plan, we will reach out once again to our real estate
network, but this time we are going to send a direct mail "Shock & Awe" package
(location specific fanfare, i.e., Florida T-Shirts, Hats, and other Novelty Items, and a
special sales concession that will get their attention) - and ask for their candid feedback
on the property. If there is something wrong with the listing, we will find out what is at the
bottom of this issue.)

ACTION STEPS:
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